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Committee Calling

The Debate
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United Nations Security Council
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Regional implementation
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the committee. The need for nations to be well informed about being responsibly engaged with each
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While Spain made some serious allegations against India and its stubble
burning, UAE did not hesitate to point finconsensus of the committee was
gers at the United States of America and its presi- questioned as the unanimous report exhibited condential problems.
flicting views of the countries. Yet, at the end, delThe next day welcomed the delegates armoured egates were able to reach a decision collectively,
with their research, engaging in a
drawing the conference to a close.
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Security situation in North Korea

into North (DPRK) and South (Republic of Korea)
Korea. The most prominent debater - the Delegate
of Ukraine, raised some very interesting points dehe eager delegates commenced the commit- manding the justification for the large nuclear astee with contentions on Resolution 1874, sets of DPRK.
which was implemented by the UNSC in The Soviet Union wholeheartedly supported North
2009 to restrict the nuclear activities of North Korea Korea in the spread of communalism. Ever-ready
in relevance to ballistic missiles and nuclear war- to help its ally and oppose its enemy, the United
fare. Next, the delegates debated on the sanctions
States backed South Korea. The debate further
imposed upon North Korea after it conducted
heated up as the topic of North Korean allies and
its second nuclear test, out of a total of 6 (inChina’s reaction to DPRK’s nuclear testing was
cluding chemical and atomic bomb tests).
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